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Abstract 

The status and initial products of the 1‑μm camera onboard the Akatsuki mission to Venus are presented. After the 
successful retrial of Venus’ orbit insertion on Dec. 2015 (5 years after the failure in Dec. 2010), and after a long cruise 
under intense radiation, damage in the detector seems small and fortunately insignificant in the final quality of the 
images. More than 600 dayside images have been obtained since the beginning of regular operation on Apr. 2016 
although nightside images are less numerous (about 150 in total at three wavelengths) due to the light scattered 
from the bright dayside. However, data acquisition stopped after December 07, 2016, due to malfunction of the elec‑
tronics and has not been resumed since then. The 0.90‑µm dayside images are of sufficient quality for the cloud‑track‑
ing procedure to retrieve wind field in the cloud region. The results appear to be similar to those reported by previous 
1‑μm imaging by Galileo and Venus Express. The representative altitude sampled for such dayside images is estimated 
to be 51–55 km. Also, the quality of the nightside 1.01‑µm images is sufficient for a search for active volcanism, since 
interference due to cloud inhomogeneity appears to be insignificant. The quality of the 0.97‑µm images may be insuf‑
ficient to achieve the expected spatial resolution for the near‑surface  H2O mixing ratio retrievals.
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Introduction
The Akatsuki mission to Venus, also called “Venus Cli-
mate Orbiter,” was planned to investigate the Venus 
meteorology and to solve the long-standing riddle of the 
atmospheric Super-Rotation. The strategy of Akatsuki to 
understand the mechanism of the Super-Rotation is to 
combine information from five nadir-viewing cameras 
and a horizon-viewing radio occultation instrument, 
to obtain various meteorological parameters at vari-
ous heights. The overview of the mission is described in 
Nakamura et al. (2011), and its successful revival 5 years 
after the failure is in Nakamura et al. (2016). The Venus 
orbit insertion failure occurred in 2010; however, the 
insertion was successful in 2015 achieving a different 
orbit than initially planned.

Before the Akatsuki 1-μm camera, dayside imag-
ing of Venus to retrieve wind field in the cloud region 
by using the 1-μm imaging has been performed by SSI 
(solid-state imaging) of the Galileo spacecraft at 986 nm 
(Belton et  al. 1991) and by VIRTIS (Visible and Infra-
red Thermal Imaging Spectrometer) of Venus Express at 
980 nm (Hueso et al. 2012). Both of them report mostly 
uniform westward zonal wind and slow meridional wind 
in the low and middle latitudes. The magnitude of the 
net meridional winds in Hueso et al. (2012) is below the 
measurement error and discards strong Hadley cell circu-
lation at this atmospheric altitude in contrast to results in 
the UV (which sample higher altitudes) where the merid-
ional winds are stronger and the Hadley cell circulation 
is evident. Hueso et al. (2015) with much better statistics 
and analysis of the data arrived at the same conclusion. 
Data from the Galileo spacecraft (Belton et al. 1991) have 
been reanalyzed by Peralta et  al. (2007) who also found 
slow meridional winds below the measurement error. 
The westward wind speeds found in the 1-μm region are 
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65–75 m/s. This is slower than the nominal Super-Rota-
tion speed of 100 m/s usually found in the UV imaging 
of the cloud top at around 65–72  km (Kawabata et  al. 
1980; Limaye and Suomi 1981; Belton et  al. 1991; Per-
alta et al. 2007; Sanchez-Lavega et al. 2008; Ignatiev et al. 
2009; Hueso et  al. 2015). Some of the above concluded 
that the slower wind speed comes from the lower alti-
tude sampled by the 1-µm images than in the UV region. 
Such estimation may be expected from the vertical wind 
shear of about + 1.5 m/s/km found by the Venera and the 
Pioneer Venus descent probes (summarized by Schubert 
1983) between the surface and the cloud top.

On the nightside, there are several known IR windows 
that allow radiation to penetrate the clouds in the Venus 
atmosphere including 1.0–1.3-, 1.7- and 2.3-μm regions 
(Carlson et al. 1991). The 1.0–1.3-μm window has mostly 
been used for investigating surface properties. Leca-
cheux et al. (1993) and Meadows and Crisp (1996) found 
many topographic signatures from ground-based imag-
ing. There are several discussions about the relationships 
among emissivity, topography, gravity and the possibility 
of active volcanos based on infrared observational data 
from the Venus Express (e.g., Mueller et al. 2008; Smrekar 
et  al. 2010; Basilevsky et  al. 2012), Galileo spacecraft 
(Hashimoto et al. 2008) and radar data from the Magellan 
spacecraft (Bondarenko et al. 2010). Meadows and Crisp 
(1996) also retrieved  H2O abundance in the near-surface 
atmosphere to be 45 ppmv with this 1.0–1.3-μm window.

The 1.7- and 2.3-μm windows have mainly been used 
for quantification of gas abundances such as CO,  H2O 
and HCl (e.g., Bezard and de Bergh 2007; Tsang et  al. 
2008; Iwagami et  al. 2008, 2010; Marcq et  al. 2008; 
Barstow et  al. 2012; Arney et  al. 2014) below the cloud 
(not exactly at the surface). They found an average  H2O 
abundance of 25–35  ppmv with nearly uniform hemi-
spherical distribution.

The strategies to fulfill the scientific goals of the Akat-
suki 1-μm camera are the followings.

1. Cloud tracking on dayside images to obtain the wind 
field to investigate the generation mechanism of the 
Super-Rotation by combining information from 
other cameras and from radio occultation.

2. Nightside 1.01-μm imaging to discover active volca-
nos. If an active volcano is found and is consistently 
monitored, it will provide various insights into the 
interior of Venus as well as the origin and evolu-
tion of this next-door Earth-type planet. It will also 
be precious information to think about the past and 
future evolution of our planet Earth.

3. Quantification of the emissivity of the planetary sur-
face and  H2O abundance in the lower atmosphere by 
the combination of 0.90–0.97–1.01-μm images. The 

goal is to characterize the chemistry of the surface 
materials and the lower atmosphere to understand 
their current state and past evolution.

The present paper provides convenient and overall 
information about the Akatsuki 1-μm image data show-
ing preliminary examples of data and analysis procedures.

The data used in this study are archived in PDS3 
format. The archives have DATA_SET_IDs of VCO-
V-IR1-2-EDR-V1.0, VCO-V-IR1-3-CDR-V1.0 and VCO-
V-IR1-3-SEDR-V1.0. The first one includes raw data, and 
the second one includes calibrated data and informa-
tion for calibration, and the third one includes geometry 
information calculated by the SPICE toolkit provided 
by NAIF/NASA, using the VCO SPICE kernels dataset, 
VCO-V-SPICE-6-V1.0. These data are available from 
the Akatsuki science data archive site at DARTS/JAXA, 
http://darts.isas.jaxa.jp/planet/project/akatsuki/. The 
data will also be available from the Atmospheres node 
and the NAIF node of the Planetary Data System of 
NASA, https://pds.nasa.gov.

Akatsuki 1‑μm camera
The camera is described in Iwagami et  al. (2011); how-
ever, some brief explanations and additional information 
are presented here.

The camera has a focal length of 84.2 mm and an aper-
ture ratio of f/8 with a field of view of 12° ×  12°. The 
detector is similar to a conventional CCD (charge-couple 
device) but uses a 1024 × 1024 Si CSD (charge-sweeping 
device)/CCD. An image has a size of about 2  MB with 
14-bit resolution. The camera has a six-position filter 
wheel with four narrow band-pass filters, a shutter and a 
diffuser. One of the band-pass filters is for dayside obser-
vations, and other three are for nightside observations. 
The characteristics for all four channels are represented 
in Table 1.

Figure  1a shows dayside 0.90-μm filter transmission 
and an expected scattered solar spectrum with a 1-nm 
resolution. This channel detects the solar radiation scat-
tered by cloud particles. This figure shows that there is 
little interference from gas absorption. The image may 

Table 1 Characteristics of the four channels of the 1‑μm 
camera

0.90 day 0.90 night 0.97 1.01

Central wavelength (nm) 899.3 898.1 968.2 1008.4

FWHM (nm) 8.8 29.1 38.9 41.3

Peak transmission (%) 0.287 72.0 78.4 76.1

Typical exposure (s) 7.8 30.8 30.8 30.8

Typical S/N ratio 600 30 30 100

http://darts.isas.jaxa.jp/planet/project/akatsuki/
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be used for the cloud-tracking procedure to find out the 
wind field at the cloud-bottom altitudes. The represent-
ative height is expected to be 51–55  km as will be dis-
cussed later. The dayside imaging is the most important 
task for the 1-μm camera.

For dayside, the camera uses a narrow filter character-
ized in Fig.  1a with a peak transmission of only 0.29%. 
Note that this low transmission is needed to image Venus 
dayside with the same detector used for nightside images, 
and that dayside high signal-to-noise ratio images can be 
obtained with exposures of a few seconds. The capacity of 
the filter to block light in other wavelengths is shown in 
Fig. 1b with peak transmission outside the band-pass fil-
ter in the order of  10−7. The ratio of the leak signal to the 
nominal observed signal Rleak is approximated as:

as far as the solar fluxes are in the same order. This results 
in a signal from the 0.90-μm band that is larger than the 
leak signal by a factor of 300 guarantying image quality. 
Actually, this is one of the most important issues for any 
band-pass filter; an image does not make sense if block-
ing is poor.

Nightside filters have a higher transmission around 75% 
at the ranges of interest. Figure 1c shows nightside 0.90-, 
0.97- and 1.01-μm filter transmissions with expected 
Venus’ thermal emission spectra. The spectra are for vari-
ous  H2O surface abundances of 15, 30 and 60 ppmv. The 
0.97- and 1.01-μm pair may be used to find out the  H2O 
abundance in the near-surface atmosphere. The 0.97-μm 
output changes by a factor of two if the  H2O mixing ratio 
changes from 15 to 60 ppmv (Iwagami et al. 2011). Also 
the pair of 0.90- and 1.01-μm radiances may give infor-
mation of other surface properties such as emissivity dis-
tribution. The contribution functions for those nightside 
channels are found in Iwagami et al. (2011). The contri-
bution for 1.01-μm radiance is mostly (89%) from the 
surface.

The standard exposure is 7.8  s for the dayside and 
30.8  s for the nightside (common for all three filters). 
Usually, the final image to be sent to Earth is a median of 
three images after onboard dark-level subtraction. Since 
the usual data transfer rate is 16 kbps, one image of 2 MB 
needs 1000  s to be sent to Earth. Note that one image 
consists of four quadrants, which are read separately (see 
Fig.  2); therefore, the brightness of the four quadrants 
may differ slightly from one to the other. The net duration 
needed for one final image is 23.4 s for dayside and 92.4 s 
for nightside. In case of an image acquisition from a dis-
tance (Venus-center to the space-craft distance) larger 
than 60,000  km (54,000  km to the surface), the shift in 

Rleak =

[

10
−7

× 1000 nm (detector band width)
]/

0.0029 × 10 nm (filter band width) = 0.0034

image due to Akatsuki’s orbital motion will be negli-
gible. For example, the horizontal speed is 0.10  km/s at 
60,000  km; a nightside image includes a shift of 9.2  km 

Fig. 1 a Dayside 0.90‑μm filter transmission (dashed curve: revised 
from Iwagami et al. 2011) with an expected scattered solar spectrum 
(solid curve) showing little interference due to Venus atmospheric 
gases. The peak transmission of the filter is as small as 0.29% because 
of one common detector and electronics for dayside and nightside. 
b 0.90‑μm dayside filter blocking ability (after BARR Co.). Blocking is 
effective at 300–1150 nm except in the pass band around 900 nm 
showing optical density (OD) of seven or more. Note that transmis‑
sion = 10−OD. c Nightside 0.90‑, 0.97‑ and 1.01‑μm filter transmissions 
(dashed curves: revised from Iwagami et al. 2011) with expected 
Venus thermal emission spectra (solid curves) with a 1‑nm resolu‑
tion. The three spectra are for  H2O surface abundances of 15, 30 and 
60 ppmv
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which is similar to the length of one pixel size of 11.0 km 
at 60,000 km. When the distance is less than 60,000 km, 
we should be careful against a shift during exposures.

The 5-year cruise on space from the failure in orbit 
insertion in 2010 and the successful Venus orbit insertion 
in 2015 could have degraded the quality of the camera 
causing instrumental problems like a greater number of 
dead pixels. Fortunately, such degradation has been found 
to be minimal and well-contrasted images were obtained 
with the instrument. The reason for such healthy survival 
may be due to extremely quiet solar activity in the last 
5  years. Although many dark spots have been found in 

recent images by deep inspection, fortunately, they may 
be removed by the flattening procedure. Such dark spots 
may be noticed in the flat image (e.g., Figs. 9, 10) as sev-
eral negative spikes.

An inflight alignment check (direction of the line of 
sight, rotation angle of the field of view and actual focal 
length) has been performed three times: on October 08, 
2010, February 24, 2016, and September 09, 2016, by 
using six stars of the Sagittarius constellation (SAO star 
catalog, J2000 epoch, see Table 2). The results are com-
pared in Table  3. In this procedure, the observed star 
positions are fitted to the expected star positions to find 
out the actual direction (Cx, Cy), rotation angle (Arot) and 
size of the field of view (determined from Rf) by adjust-
ing these four (Cx, Cy, Arot and Rf) parameters. By mini-
mizing the RMS (root-mean-square) distance between 
the observed and expected star positions, the best set of 
parameters is selected. The most significant fact found in 
Table 3 is that the line of sight (Cx, Cy) depends consider-
ably on the spacecraft overall direction indicated by ± Y 
(northward or southward). For example, southward Y 
direction as in Feb. and Sep. of 2016 results in the line of 
sight at around (3E, 10S) where unit is in pixel = 0.012°; 
this means that the actual line of sight was found at a lit-
tle different direction from the expected direction by 
0.04° eastward and 0.12° southward. However, northward 
Y direction as in Oct. 2010 results in at around (4W, 3S). 
The difference is as large as 10 pixels (0.12°). The cause 

Fig. 2 Quadrant definition

Table 2 Sagittarius stars for alignment check and radiometric calibration

mv is visual magnitude; Te is effective temperature in K; F0.90, F 0.97 and F1.01 are energy fluxes at 0.9, 0.97 and 1.01 μm, respectively, in units of  10−12 mW/cm2/µm

Star Spectral type mv (mag) Te (K) F0.90 F0.97 F1.01

ε Sgr B9.5 III 1.85 9960 180.4 143.7 126.8

λ Sgr K1 + IIIb 2.82 4770 199.4 176.4 164.0

δ Sgr K3 IIIa 2.67 4192 304.4 277.7 262.2

τ Sgr K1 + IIIb 3.31 4459 146.5 131.6 123.3

σ Sgr B2.5 V 2.07 20370 100.4 76.8 66.4

ζ Sgr A2III + A4 IV 2.59 8799 102.4 82.5 73.2

Table 3 Alignment check by stars on three days

Cx and Cy are the center of the field of view (in unit of pixel); Arot is field rotation angle (degree); Rf is focal length ratio (%); Res is fitting residual (pixel); and + Y is 
spacecraft direction, where 1 pixel = 0.0117°. “Initial guess” means the expected parameter value for exact camera setting

*Center of the field of view (Cx, Cy), field rotation angle (Arot), focal length ratio (Rf), fitting residual (Res) and spacecraft direction (+ Y)

**1 pixel = 0.0117°

Parameter* Cx Pixel** Cy Pixel Arot Rf Res + Y

Unit Degree % Pixel

Initial guess 0 0 0 100

October 08, 2010 3.7W ± 2.8 3.4S ± 2.8 0.260cw ± 0.154 99.30 ± 0.27 2.81 North

February 24, 2016 3.0E ± 3.0 10.2S ± 3.0 0.250cw ± 0.152 99.30 ± 0.29 2.99 South

September 09, 2016 3.7E ± 3.1 10.8S ± 3.1 0.264cw ± 0.150 99.25 ± 0.30 3.15 South
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of such difference is not known, but one possibility may 
be the thermal deformation of the spacecraft body. Even 
after a slight attitude change before an observation, drift 
in the line of sight is sometimes noticed. For example, 
the five star images on September 09, 2016, taken every 
2 h show a drift of three pixels between the 1st and 2nd 
images although the attitude data show a drift of less 
than one pixel. On the other hand, the field rotation 
angle (Arot) and the focal length ratio (Rf) are found to be 
stable; they seem to be free from the thermal deforma-
tion. Because the size of the star in the image is approxi-
mately 1.5 pixels, the fitting residual (Res) is expected to 
be similar in amplitude; however, actual residuals found 
are as large as 3 pixels. Such excess residual may be due 
to attitude drift of the spacecraft. The proper motion of 
stars may be negligible because they are in the order of 
0.0001°/year. Such unwanted drift in the line of sight is 
overcome by the use of limb-fitting technique (Ogohara 
et al. 2012) to find out the accurate direction of the line 
of sight.

Data acquisition
After the successful insertion on December 07, 2015, and 
the start of regular data acquisition in Apr. 2016, day-
side 0.90-μm images were obtained regularly showing 
good contrast, but all nightside 0.90-, 0.97- and 1.01-μm 
images present signal contamination from the dayside, 
and their acquisition requires specific planning push-
ing the dayside out of the field of view to avoid electric 

charge overflowed from the bright dayside part of the 
image into the nightside. This kind of observation has 
been performed regularly after July 21, 2016. However, 
such operation causes another kind of contamination. It 
causes a bias superposed on the nightside image; such 
bias seems to be due to instrumental internal reflections 
of the dayside image.

The number of usable images is shown in Fig. 3 for Dec. 
2015–Dec. 2016. The apparent 10-day periodicity is due 
to Akatsuki’s orbital motion with a period of ten Earth-
days. Nightside image acquisitions are concentrated at 
around periapsis. The angular size of Venus in images 
acquired from large distances in the Akatsuki orbit is too 
small to successfully separate the dayside from the night-
side and results in contamination in the nightside data. 
The dayside image acquisition was especially successful 
in Jun. to Dec. consisting of every 1- or 2-h acquisition 
continuing several hours; the cloud tracking on such days 
is expected to work well.

Unfortunately, data acquisition has been stopped since 
December 07, 2016, due to malfunction of the electronics 
and has not been resumed since then.

Image corrections and calibration
An example of the image processing flow is shown in 
Fig. 4a, b. Figure 4a shows a Level 1 image (a raw image 
before correction). Figure  4b shows a Level 2 image (a 
cleaned image after the correction of smear-like noise 
and the flattening procedure represented with absolute 

Fig. 3 Image acquisition status for Dec. 2015–Dec. 2016. Each box represents 1 month. The vertical axis is for the number of available images, and 
the horizontal for the day in a month. Dayside is shown by gray and nightside by black vertical bars. A set of three nightside images are taken nearly 
simultaneously, and the black bar indicates total number of nightside images, so that one‑third of the black bars belongs to one wavelength. The 
10‑day periodicity seen is due to Akatsuki’s orbital motion, and nightside images are concentrated around periapsis
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physical values). These corrections are described in detail 
in the following.

Smear noise correction
The Level 1 image in Fig.  4a shows an unwanted noise 
similar to so-called smear noise which is believed to be 
due to unwanted exposure during charge transfer. In the 
figure, this smear-like noise is recognized as non-dark 
sky on the left side extending vertically. At the first stage 
of designing the camera, such smear-like noise should 
not appear because of CSD/CCD (not CCD/CCD) con-
figuration; however, it did appear. Fortunately, elimina-
tion of such smear-like noise is not so difficult because 
the approximate solution is already seen in the surround-
ing sky. The correction is done by subtracting the radi-
ance level seen in the surrounding sky so that the sky 

becomes dark. The performance of such an operation is 
also demonstrated in Figs.  5, 6, 7 and 8. Since the sur-
rounding sky in Fig. 4b (also in Figs. 6 and 8) appears to 
be dark, the present correction seems to work well. Also 
the difference in brightness seen between the upper and 
lower quadrants on the disk disappeared after the correc-
tion. However, the sky portion shows a little slope as in 
the case of Fig. 6 indicating imperfection of the present 
method. The procedure for the smear noise correction is 
explained in Appendix A.

Flat‑field correction
For the flat-field correction, an average of four large day-
side images after smear correction taken at distances 
(Venus’ center to the spacecraft distance) of 12,000–
19,000 km is used (see Figs. 9, 10). At this distance, the 
disk of Venus fills the entire instrumental field of view. 
In this case, the Venus disk image shifts several tens of 
pixels during the exposure partly erasing inhomogeneity 
on the disk. The shift is calculated in the following way: 
One pixel corresponds to 1.2 km on the surface at a dis-
tance of 12,000  km (6000  km to the surface). Then, the 
shift during an exposure is 3.5  km/s (horizontal speed 
at 12,000 km) × 23 s = 81 km (67 pixels). A similar cal-
culation for 19,000  km distance (horizontal speed of 
1.8 km/s and 2.6 km/pixel) gives a shift of 41 km (16 pix-
els). Those shifts are effective to erase small structures of 
a few 10 km. Such a large dayside flat is suitable for the 
dayside images because of the same filter (0.90-μm filter 
with a width of 0.01 μm); this flat is also used for night-
side images. The flat measured with the diffuser is not 
used because the above flat works better. However, the 
four images used for the average are far from identical. 
The variation is about 25% at maximum. The sensitivity 
variation within several pixels can be corrected by this 
method, but sensitivity variation in the several tens to 
hundreds pixels is possibly incorrect. In Figs. 9, 10, cross 
sections of the flat field are shown.

In Fig. 4a, a bright horizontal line is seen at the 513th 
line (brighter than the 514th line by about 20%) of the 
image. The cause of such a brightening is unknown, and 
it did not appear during the ground-based test opera-
tions. However, it is approximately corrected by the flat-
tening procedure, fortunately, as shown in Fig. 4b. After 
all of this processing, the dayside images have a noise 
level of 0.3% which is suitable for the cloud-tracking pro-
cedure; this is demonstrated by the cloud-tracking tests 
in a latter section.

Quadrant brightness adjustment
Even after flat-field correction, discontinuity at the 
boundaries of the four quadrants (or regions) of the 
detector area (see Fig.  2) can be seen in several images 

Fig. 4 a An example of a Level 1 image: a raw image before cor‑
rection, taken at 08:01 on May 07, 2016, at a distance of 91,000 km 
with a sub‑spacecraft latitude of − 10° and a longitude of 325°. b An 
example of a Level 2 image: a cleaned image of Fig. 4a after smear‑
like noise correction and flattening procedure. These corrections and 
procedures are described in the text
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where definitions of the regions A–D (in terms of pixel 
numbers) are the following: A [1:512, 1:512], B [513:1024, 
1:512], C [1:512, 513:1024] and D [513:1024, 513:1024]. 
This boundary discontinuity may be caused by a slight 
difference in the gain among the four readout detectors 
and could also contain secondary effects from incom-
plete reduction of the smear noise. A relative sensitivity 
correction for each of the four regions should be done to 

reduce the discontinuity at the boundaries. The correc-
tion coefficient of A–B boundary, RAB, is expressed as

where

RAB = (2 ∗ S(512)− S(511))/S(513),

S(i) =

512
∑

j=1

s
(

i, j
)

.

Fig. 5 Vertical cross sections of the Level 1 image before correction shown in Fig. 4a. The smear‑like noise is seen on the left side. The six panels on 
the bottom show intensity along the vertical dotted line (at x = 100–600) in the top image. The date and time are found in the top panel
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When RAB is less than 0.5 or more than 2.0, which 
frequently occurs when the disk of Venus is not on the 
boundary, we set RAB = 1. RCD, RAC and RBD are estimated 
in the same way. If the center of Venus is in A or B region, 
we set R′ (the correction coefficient of top (AB)–bottom 
(CD) boundary) = RAC, and if it is in C or D region, we 
set R′ = RBD. The signals in B, C and D regions were mul-
tiplied by RAB, R′ and R′RCD, respectively.

Radiometric calibration
Radiometric calibration was performed using the images 
of six stars of the Sagittarius constellation (see Table  2) 
obtained in Feb. and Sep. in 2016. We estimated the irra-
diance at the wavelengths of 0.90, 0.97 and 1.01 µm from 
the visual magnitudes and the temperatures with black-
body assumption and calculated the sensitivity coeffi-
cients in μW/cm2/µm/(ADU/s) where ADU is “analogue 

Fig. 6 Vertical cross sections of the Level 2 image after corrections shown in Fig. 4b. The smear‑like noise and the 513th bright line have been cor‑
rected. The six panels on the bottom show intensity along the vertical dotted line (at x = 100–600) in the top image. The date and time are found in 
the top panel
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to digital conversion unit.” The calculation is based on 
visual magnitude (defined at 550 nm) and spectral type of 
the stars (SAO star catalog). Effective temperature  Te is 
estimated from the spectrum type (Strand 1963). The star 
flux at 0.90-μm F090 is calculated as

with

F090 = F055B(Te, 0.90)
/

B(Te, 0.55)

where F055 is the flux at 0.55  μm calculated from vis-
ual magnitude; B(Te, 0.90) and B(Te, 0.55) are the 
black-body function at 0.90 and 0.55  μm, respectively; 
F055,0mag = 3.64 × 10−12 W/cm2/μm is the flux of a zero 
visual magnitude star; and  mv is visual magnitude.

F055 = F055,0mag × 10−0.4mv,

Fig. 7 Horizontal cross section of the Level 1 image before correction shown in Fig. 4a. The six panels on the bottom show intensity along the 
horizontal dotted line (at y = 100–600) in the top image. The date and time are found in the top panel
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The observations of the stars with the 0.90-, 0.97- and 
1.01-µm filters were performed three times on Febru-
ary 24, 2016, and five times on September 09, 2016. The 
sensitivity coefficients for the three nightside channels 
were estimated for each observation. The sensitivity coef-
ficient for the 0.90-µm dayside channel was estimated by 
comparing the dayside and nightside transmissions. The 
estimated averaged sensitivity coefficients for the four 

channels are shown in Table 4. The error was estimated 
as standard deviations of the sensitivity values.

The values in the table differ from those in Iwagami 
et al. (2011) because of the difference in the method; the 
latter method utilized laboratory measurements (with-
out considering the smear correction), whereas the pre-
sent one relies on the star measurements. Because of 
uncertainty in the smear correction for the laboratory 

Fig. 8 Horizontal cross section of the Level 2 image after correction shown in Fig. 4b. The six panels on the bottom show intensity along the hori‑
zontal dotted line (at y = 100–600) in the top image. The date and time are found in the top panel
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Fig. 9 Vertical cross section of the flat field. The top image is the flat field in relative unit. The nine panels on the bottom show intensity along the 
vertical dotted line (at x = 100–900) in the top image. Factor indicates relative brightness
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Fig. 10 Horizontal cross section of the flat field. The top image is the flat field in relative unit. The nine panels on the bottom show intensity along 
the horizontal dotted line (at y = 100–900) in the top image. Factor indicates relative brightness
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measurements, we use the star measurements for the 
radiometric calibration. The radiometric calibration here 
may include error due to difference between the actual 
spectral shape and the black body due to absorption 
structure; this is not included in the error in Table 4.

Signal‑to‑noise ratio
The standard exposure is 7.8  s for the dayside to have 
usual output of around 3000 ADU (full well is 10,000 
ADU), and the fluctuation in noise level for dayside 
image is 5 ADU which seems to be mostly due to read-
out noise because the overall fluctuation in noise level 
for the nightside does not scale with exposure time. That 
is, it does not differ by a factor of four from that of day-
side although the exposure duration differs by four times. 
The S/N (signal to noise) ratio of 600 is enough for the 
cloud tracking because the expected contrast is 3% as 
shown later. The standard exposure time for the nightside 
is 30.8 s. The fluctuation in thermal noise level seems to 
be much less than 5 ADU per 30.8 s when the detector is 
cooled to 260 K. The measured thermal noise level (not 
fluctuation) is around 40 ADU (2800 electrons)/30.8  s; 
this suggests a thermal noise fluctuation of 0.75 ADU 
(= 40 ADU/28001/2) which is much smaller than 5 ADU. 
The usual output of the 1.01-μm channel is around 500 
ADU and satisfies a S/N ratio higher than 100, which is 
generally considered enough for a search of active vol-
canism (Iwagami et al. 2011); however, those of the 0.90- 
and 0.97-μm channels are around 150 ADU, which are 
less than expected, and may affect the quantification of 
 H2O values and the spatial resolution of  H2O abundance 
maps. The cause of this problem seems to be due to the 
readout noise which is higher than initially expected.

Figure 11 shows a Level 3 image (an image plotted on 
the Venus’s latitude–longitude coordinates). The Level 
2 to Level 3 conversion is to refine the latitude and lon-
gitude mapped to the planetary disk for each image as 
shown in Fig. 11 using a limb-fitting procedure (Ogohara 
et al. 2012).

A dayside example on May 07, 2016
Examples of 0.90-μm dayside high-pass-filtered Level 2 
images are shown in Fig. 12a, b. They were taken at 06:01 
and 08:01 on May 07, 2016, with distances of 75,000 
and 91,000  km, respectively. A high-pass filtering pro-
cedure is needed to enhance the contrast in the images 
(high-pass data)  =  (raw data)/(low-pass data), where 
the low-pass data are the local average of the raw data 
considering a weighting function. In the following, the 
weighting function used is a Gaussian with a FWHM (full 
width of half maximum) of 40 pixels. Almost no contrast 
is seen in the raw image shown in Fig.  4b as expected 
from the report of SSI/Galileo (Belton et al. 1991) where 
they found dayside contrast of only 3%. It may seem to 
be challenging to use such low contrast features for cloud 
tracking. However, after application of the high-pass fil-
tering procedure, several structures may be recognized, 
as in Fig.  12a, b. It might be surprising to find similar-
ity in those high-pass images in spite of 2-h separation. 
This is not an instrumental artifact, but is the result of the 
similarity between the orbital speed of Akatsuki’s orbital 
motion (9° per 2 h) and that of the Super-Rotation (7.5° 
per 2 h) during this interval. The high-pass-filtered struc-
tures look stable on the disk. In the initial plan before the 
2010 failure, such synchronization was planned consid-
ering a 30-h orbital period; however, the present actual 
orbital period is around 10 Earth-days. The representa-
tive height of the present 0.90-μm imaging is estimated to 
be around 51–55 km as will be discussed in a latter part 
of this section.

A cloud-tracking test was carried out by using the auto-
mated cloud-tracking method developed by Ikegawa and 
Horinouchi (2016) with an algorithm keeping deforma-
tion consistency developed by Horinouchi et  al. (2017). 
Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 13a, b. The images 
used were taken on May 07, 2016, shown in Fig. 12a, b. 
It found similar results as Belton et  al. (1991) based on 
SSI/Galileo 986-nm imaging and by Hueso et  al. (2012) 

Table 4 Sensitivity coefficients for the four channels of the 
1‑μm camera

The difference among nightside sensitivity coefficients as large as a factor 
of ten seems to come mostly from difference in quantum efficiency. Those 
wavelengths are near the edge of Si detector sensitivity at around 1.05 μm. The 
error due to difference between the actual spectral shape and the black body is 
not included here

*Unit: μW/cm2/µm/sr/(ADU/s) where ADU = analogue to digital conversion unit

Channel Sensitivity coefficient*

0.90 µm (day) 61.7 ± 4.7

0.90 µm (night) 0.0756 ± 0.0058

0.97 µm 0.608 ± 0.070

1.01 µm 1.35 ± 0.91

Fig. 11 An example of a Level 3 image: an image of Fig. 4b plotted 
on the planetary latitude–longitude coordinate. It is not corrected 
for limb darkening. The right vertical gray bar is for radiance in unit of 
mW/cm2/μm/sr
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based on VIRTIS 980-nm imaging. They show domi-
nance of a uniform westward wind with an average speed 
of 65–75 m/s and slow meridional wind at low and mid-
latitudes. More interesting is the possible absence of 
meridional wind. This fact is significant to the genera-
tion mechanism of the Super-Rotation, especially regard-
ing the “Gierasch mechanism” (Gierasch 1975), which 
requires angular momentum pumping by the meridional 
circulation. Further discussion will appear in a separate 
paper.

The reason why the representative height of the 0.90-
μm dayside image is located at the cloud bottom comes 
from the fact “the source of 0.90 μm dayside contrast is 
inhomogeneous cloud thickness” as discussed by Tak-
agi and Iwagami (2011). They checked three candidates 
(cloud thickness, cloud height and temperature) as the 

Fig. 12 a A high‑pass‑filtered Level 2 dayside image taken at 06:01 
on May 07, 2016, at a distance of 75,000 km with a sub‑spacecraft 
latitude of − 11° and a longitude of 331°. The image is not saturated 
on the left limb and more detail may be recovered with a different 
visualization. b A high‑pass‑filtered Level 2 dayside image taken at 
08:01 on May 07, 2016 (same as Fig. 4b) at a distance of 91,000 km 
with a sub‑spacecraft latitude of − 10° and a longitude of 325°

Fig. 13 a Preliminary results of wind vectors by cloud‑tracking pro‑
cedure from images in Fig. 12a, b. b Preliminary latitudinal distribu‑
tion of zonal (dots) and meridional (crosses) mean wind speed. The 
mean zonal wind speed of 214 vectors between ± 30° is − 78.1 m/s
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contrast source and performed simulations with radiative 
transfer calculation. They found that only inhomogene-
ous cloud thickness can be the source. This is due to the 
fact that the cloud particles show almost no absorption at 
0.90 μm. However, the main source of such inhomogene-
ity seems to be due to inhomogeneity in the lower cloud, 
or in other words, the mode 3 particles. Descriptions of 
the modes of the Venus aerosols may be found in Knol-
lenberg and Hunten (1980).

The representative height depends on the cloud model 
used. In the present paper, the center of mass of the pop-
ulation of the mode 3 particles was calculated by using 
an empirical cloud model of Takagi and Iwagami (2011) 
(in their Table 2 and Fig. 3). This cloud model is an aver-
age of cloud optical thickness measurements by six Ven-
era and one Pioneer Venus descent probes modified to 
have nearly constant particle mixing ratios within each 
assumed layer (lower, middle and upper). Description of 
the layers may be found in James et al. (1997). The center 
of mass of the population of the mode 3 particles is found 
to be 51.3 km and that of all three modes is at 55.1 km. 
The most significant variation in the cloud thickness is 
expected to occur in the lower cloud layer (mostly with 
mode 3 particles); this is certainly seen as the largest 
spread of optical thickness measured by the descending 
probes in the lower cloud layer in Table 1 of Takagi and 
Iwagami (2011). The main information source for the 
images in Fig.  12a, b should locate at least between 51 
and 55 km and probably is close to 51 km.

Dayside example related to the Bow event 
on December 07, 2015
Figure 14 shows an image of the 10-μm camera showing 
a bow-shaped structure with a latitudinal scale of almost 
10,000 km (Fukuhara et al. 2017). This feature was seen for 
the first time on the day of successful Venus’s orbit inser-
tion on December 07, 2015; such a large latitudinal struc-
ture had not been previously seen and reported at infrared 
wavelengths. A similar but less clear structure was also 
seen in the UV image (Fukuhara et al. 2017). They explain 
it by vertical propagation of a gravity wave generated by 
surface topography because the Bow is fixed relative to 
the surface for several days. The longitude of the Bow is 
85° which is close to the west edge of Aphrodite Terra. A 
similar scenario of gravity wave vertical propagation is dis-
cussed by Bertaux et al. (2016) and by Peralta et al. (2017) 
based on ground-based and Venus Express data.

It is interesting to investigate whether any signature cor-
responding to the Bow was also seen in the 0.90-μm image 
or not. However, at a glance, there appears nothing cor-
relating to the Bow in the 0.90-μm image (Fig. 15a) even 
after the high-pass filtering procedure (Fig.  15b). It may 
be natural because the 0.90-μm radiance is insensitive to 

temperature contrast as noted before (Takagi and Iwag-
ami 2011), and also the representative heights seen are 
different from each other; that for 0.90 μm is at 51–55 km, 
and those for 10  μm and UV are probably at the cloud 
top of 65–72  km (Belton et  al. 1991; Hueso et  al. 2012; 
Fukuhara et al. 2017). Also the bright south polar region 
shown in Fig. 14 is not shown in Fig. 15a, b; this can be 
understood by the insensitivity of the 0.90-μm imaging to 
temperature change. Although any corresponding struc-
ture is not seen in those images, it is interesting to check 
whether any correlation is found in the wind field or not.

A cloud-tracking test was carried out using the images 
taken at 04:51 (Fig.  15a, b) and 08:31 (not shown here) 
on December 07, 2015. Preliminary results are shown 
in Fig. 16a, b. Similar results were found for the May 07, 
2016, example; that is, in both examples, we see a “uni-
form zonal wind of around 75 m/s and slow meridional 
wind at low and middle latitudes.” This similarity suggests 
that the data acquisition and the processing are stable 
and reliable. The Bow appeared at a longitude of 85° and 
latitudes between ±  30°; however, no signature corre-
sponding to the Bow is found in the 0.90-µm wind field. 
Further discussion will be found in a separate paper.

Nightside examples
Figure 17a, b shows examples of observed and simulated 
1.01-μm nightside images, respectively. In the lower left 
of Fig.  17a, Aphrodite Terra extending over the equato-
rial region is recognized as a dark area. Since Aphrodite 
Terra is higher than the surrounding lowlands by 4 km, 
temperature there is about 30 K lower making the ther-
mal radiance almost a half of the surrounding lowlands. 
It is surprising to see such a topographic signature so 
clearly, though topographic features have already been 
observed by ground-based observations (e.g., Lecacheux 
et al. 1993). Also there are Venus Express observations of 
the surface with both VIRTIS (Mueller et  al. 2008) and 
VMC (Basilevsky et al. 2012).

Figure 17b shows a simulated radiance of surface thermal 
emission based on the Magellan global topography data 
(Ford and Pettengill 1992). Vertical temperature profile of 
VIRA 1985 (Seiff et al. 1985) and uniform surface emissiv-
ity are assumed. Although a blurring effect due to scattering 
by cloud particles is taken into account with an averaging 
diameter of 100  km (Hashimoto and Imamura 2001), the 
attenuation by scattering of clouds is not calculated. Limb 
darkening observed in Fig. 17a is not reproduced in Fig. 17b.

Similarity between Fig. 17a, b clearly demonstrates that 
we sense the surface by using 1.01-μm window. Since the 
1-μm region is located short-ward of the Planck function 
peak of the Venus surface emission at 4 μm (at 740 K), a 
small temperature difference results in a large radiance 
difference; in this case, 30  K difference in temperature 
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Fig. 14 A 10‑μm image taken by LIR (Longwave InfraRed) camera 
at 05:26 on December 07, 2015, at a distance of 73,000 km with a 
sub‑spacecraft latitude of − 7° and a longitude of 95°. The main Bow 
is seen near the center at around a longitude of 85° with a latitudinal 
extent of almost 10,000 km

Fig. 15 a A 0.90‑μm Level 2 dayside image at 04:51 on the same day 
as the Bow event in Fig. 14 at a distance of 68,000 km with a sub‑
spacecraft latitude of − 7° and longitude of 96°. b A high‑pass‑filtered 
image of Fig. 15a

Fig. 16 a Preliminary results of wind vectors by cloud‑tracking 
procedure from images taken at 04:51 (Fig. 15a) and 08:31 (not shown 
here) on December 07, 2015. b Preliminary latitudinal distribution of 
zonal (dots) and meridional (crosses) mean wind speed. The mean 
zonal wind speed of 340 vectors between ± 30° is − 76.4 m/s
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causes 100% difference in radiance. Even though spatial 
inhomogeneity in cloud opacity affects the observation, 
we may be able to increase the accuracy of the meas-
urement of the surface thermal emission by using cloud 
opacity estimated from 1.7- and/or 2.3-μm images taken 
by Akatsuki’s 2-µm camera. If an active volcano is found 
and is monitored with repeat observations, further infor-
mation inside the planet Venus may be obtained; such 
information on the interior of the planet may help to 
understand the origin and evolution of the planet.

The S/N ratio of 1.01-μm image is around 100 as 
expected, but those of 0.90 and 0.97 μm are around 30. 
Examples of 0.90- and 0.97-μm images taken nearly the 
same time as Fig. 17a are shown in Fig. 18. With the S/N 
ratio of 30, we can deduce the mixing ratio of  H2O in the 
near-surface atmosphere with a resolution of 15 ppmv; if 

the S/N ratio is as high as 100, the differential absorption 
pair of 0.97 and 1.01 μm can give a resolution of 5 ppmv 
(see Fig. 6 of Iwagami et al. 2011). The cause of this dis-
crepancy may be due to underestimation of the read-
out noise. Further discussion on the estimation of  H2O 
mixing ratio in the near-surface atmosphere will be pre-
sented in a separate paper.

Summary
 High-quality 0.90-μm dayside images were recorded 
regularly. Two examples show results similar to those 
reported by Galileo and Venus Express 1-μm imaging 
(e.g., Peralta et al. 2007 for the Galileo data; Sanchez-
Lavega et al. 2008; and Hueso et al. 2015 for the VIR-
TIS data), i.e., an almost uniform westward zonal 
wind and weak meridional wind at low and middle 
latitudes are observed. It shows enough possibility to 
access the final goal “the generation mechanism of the 
Super-Rotation.”

The 1.01-μm nightside image shows topographic 
structures without large interference from cloud inho-
mogeneity and is suitable for the search of active vol-
canoes. The final goal of the nightside surface imaging 
is to investigate the origin and evolution of the planet 
Venus. The quantification of  H2O mixing ratio in the 
near-surface atmosphere may have less spatial resolu-
tion than originally planned, but is expected to provide 
usable data to understand the amount and distribution 
of  H2O near the surface.
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Appendix A: Smear noise reduction
We estimated the non-uniform offset noise, smear in raw 
image, assuming that it is caused by weak photosensitiv-
ity of the vertical transfer device in the sensor unit and its 
level is constant in each vertical line (column). Its mag-
nitude depends on the size and brightness of the planet 
over the detector but does not depend on the phase 
angle or filter being used. For example, the offset noise 
level in the i-th column in region A, NA(i), is calculated 
as follows,

where CA is the smear noise coefficient for region A, and 
sin(i, j) is the input signal of the pixel (i, j). Note that the 
field of view is divided into four quadrants, A, B, C and 
D (see Fig. 2). The output signal sout(i, j) is expressed as 
sin(i, j) + NA(i). Thus, the input signal (after subtraction 
of smear noise) is expressed as

The smear noise coefficients for the A–D regions 
are listed in Table  5. Note that the values for dayside 
observations with exposure time of 7.8  s are differ-
ent from those for nightside observations with expo-
sure time of 30.8 s. Note that we can make the dayside 
cloud distribution more clear, but until now, we cannot 
explain why smear noise level in the raw images is not 
uniform in the column as shown in Fig. 6 as non-flat-
ness of the sky.
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Table 5 Smear noise correction coefficients for quadrants 
A–D

They are same for three nightside wavelengths because they have the same 
exposure time

CA CB CC CD

Dayside 0.0017274 0.0017215 0.0017316 0.0017838

Nightside 0.00066193 0.00066193 0.00071513 0.00071513
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